
 Directions

Ingredients Included

80℃ Hot water (Some) , 50℃ Hot water (Some)
You will need

Refrigerator, Bowls (4 small), Small Plate,
Spoon (2 small), Flat Plate 2pcs, Baking Paper/
Plastic Wrap, Scissors, Chopping Board, Knife

Utensils

White Chocolate 50g, Chocolate 20g, 
White Chocolate Pen 1pc, Malt Puff 8g, Orange Peel 5g,
Chocolate Mould 1pc, Gift Bag With Ribbon 6 sets

Put 10 cubes of white chocolate on a small plate 
and set aside. Put 1 pack of chocolate and another 
10 cubes of white chocolate into a bowl. Put the 
remaining white chocolate into another bowl.

1 Place the reserved white chocolate (step 1) into 
another bowl and set over a bowl of 80℃ hot water 
to melt the chocolate. Place a baking paper (or 
plastic wrap) on a flat plate. Use spoon to pour 6 
melted chocolate circles (diameter 3cm) on the 
baking paper. Then put them into the refrigerator for 
10 minutes until they solidified.

4 Place a baking paper (or plastic wrap) on a plate. 
Use the chocolate pen to draw 12pcs chocolate 
cup handle as below diagram. Then refrigerate 
them for 10 minutes until solidified.
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 Wrap in gift bags and tie with ribbons.10

Add patterns on the chocolate cups with chocolate 
pen and garnish with orange peel. Stick the 
chocolate handle at the side of cup with chocolate 
pen. Then refrigerate for 5-10 minutes until it 
solidified.
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Soften the chocolate pen by putting it into 50℃ hot 
water for 3 minutes. Dry the pen and cut the tip with 
scissors. (Using hot water higher than 50 ℃ may 
deform the pen package)
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Take out the white chocolate circles (step 4) from 
the refrigerator and place them on a plate. Use the 
chocolate pen to draw a 5mm chocolate at the 
center of the circle. Place the chocolate cups (step 
5) on the chocolate drop before it solidified.
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Gently press the chocolate mould to take out the 
chocolate (step 3) and place them on a plate

5Set the 2 bowls of chocolate over a bowl of 80℃ 
hot water to melt the chocolate. Add half of the malt 
puff into each melted chocolate and mix well with 
spoon. 
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Put the melted chocolate in step 2 into the 
chocolate mould with spoon. Then put into 
refrigerator for 15 minutes until solidified. To make 
a mixed chocolate cup, half fill the mould with one 
type of chocolate and refrigerate for 5 minutes. 
Then put another type of chocolate on top and 
refrigerate until solidified.
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pcs12Preparation
Time mins70

※ 6 chocolate cups with plate can be made
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準備Preparation

Tips for melting chocolate

Not to mix the chocolate with water.
  
Dry the bowls and spoon etc. before use.
   
Well control the water temperature and melting time 
of chocolate; otherwise, chocolate will be difficult to 
solidify.
 

Cut the orange peel into small pieces and set aside 
on a small plate.
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※ Keep refrigerated and consume as soon as possible
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